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It is with great pleasure that we 
present the 2021 range of SpaceVac 
High-Level Cleaning Systems. 

As our footprint throughout the world and across 
a range of different business sectors continues 
to grow, so too has our our commitment to 
safety and innovation; leading to a range of 14 
high-level cleaning systems - each designed 
to provide a range of options for partners and 
clients across a range of business sectors and 
price points. 

In addition; our team of engineers have been 
hard at work developing a range of new add-
ons and accessories, such as our new Explorer 
Camera System and the new Spacesuit which 
enhance and extend the range and performance 
of SpaceVac in your day to day activities.

Be sure to book a demo of SpaceVac today and 
see for yourself how you and your team could be 
working higher, safer & faster! 

Tommie Nisula

CEO, SpaceVac International
March 2021
@TommieNisulaSE

Find out more: spacevacinternational.com | @SpaceVac_UKSpaceVac: The World’s Leading High-Level Cleaning System
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inside a building but also create and 
aggravate health complaints for 
people living and working within the 
space. 

For some businesses - their high-
level requirements are external - 
with a need to clear blockages from 
guttering and downpipes before 
leaks can cause damage to the 
building itself.

For some clients however - material 
gathering at heights creates even 
more dangerous concerns. Left 
unchecked, dust accumulating in 
cable trays and lighting systems 
can lead to overheating and 
fires breaking out. Meantime, in 
specialist ATEX rated areas such as 
bakeries, woodmills or specialist 
manufacturers, then this risk can 
be deadly - with the accumulated 
dust serving as a highly combustible 
fuel source in the event of a fire or 
explosion. 

Loved by Cleaning Teams and 
Accountants Alike

By introducing a simple to use, floor 
operated solution to these problems, 
SpaceVac not only presented 
cleaning teams with a safer way to 
conduct their work - by removing 
the need to work at height - but its 
introduction also offers a number of 
unique benefits to our clients. 

Our interlocking high-level pole 
systems remove the need for 
additional access equipment that 
would previously have been required. 
These items - such as scaffolding, 
ladders or hydraulic lifts - not only 
require multiple members of staff to 
operate but are also expensive and 
time consuming to set up and move 
around a facility. 

The simple removal of these items 
from cleaning regimes means 
operators can complete cleaning 
work in a fraction of the time and 
substantially cheaper than they 
could utilising traditional cleaning 
methods. 

In addition - the small footprint and 
non-disruptive nature of the system 
means cleaning work has less impact 
on operations - reducing downtime  
and increasing productivity. 

As we enter the second decade 
of our worldwide quest to make 
high-level cleaning safer, our focus 
on innovation and improvement 
continues to deliver high-quality, 
innovative new products for our 
clients around the world. 

Find out more on SpaceVac 
including videos, testimonials 
and case studies from Ikea, 
Tesco and more at our website: 
spacevacinternational.com

SpaceVac are the world’s leading 
manufacturer of high-level 
vacuum cleaning and inspection 
systems. 

The SpaceVac system was first 
invented over a decade ago and 
since then, continuous research 
and development has led to a range 
of 14 unique systems that are 
revolutionising high-level cleaning. 

The system was first introduced as 
a way of helping cleaners to clean 
blocked guttering from the ground 
floor. Following increasing customer 
demand however, this product has 
since been expanded to develop new 
lines for use in internal dusting, the 
removal of hazardous combustible 
materials and even cleaning in 
specialist environments.

Since our products were first 
launched onto the market, they 
have helped some of the biggest 
businesses in the world overcome 
the unique challenges associated 
with high-level cleaning.

Universal Cleaning Solutions to 
Unique Cleaning Challenges.  

High-level cleaning is an area that 
affects almost all businesses - albeit 
often in different ways. Over time, 
accumulated dust can not only 
visually impact the environment 
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as capable of withstanding up to 
50,000 volts) for use in high-voltage  
trackside environments and a new 
Museums and Fine Art accessory pack 
designed to provide soft touch, non-
abrasive cleaning of old and delicate 
items. 

In addition, our team have also 
worked hard to create a range of 
supporting add-ons and accessories 
to enhance and add further 
functionality to our products. 

In late 2020 we were delighted to 
unveil the new Explorer Camera 
system - a game changing new 
development in camera and 
monitoring technology offering 
unrivalled quality and specifications 
(First utilised on the NASA / Orbital 
Sciences Space Mission). The new 
camera system boasts a 9 hour 
battery life, 12MP photos and 1o80p 
recording as well as a unique remote 
access function to allow sharing of 
feed with offsite colleagues.  

Putting the Vac in SpaceVac

As we enter 2021 - the lastest 
addition to the SpaceVac range is our 
brand new line of Spacevac vacuum 
cleaners; designed to provide the 
perfect companion to any SpaceVac 

high-level cleaning system. 

Hand built by a team of vacuum 
specialists to our exacting 

Since our line of high-level 
cleaning systems first entered 
the marketplace, our engineering 
team have continued to develop, 
adapt and refine our systems. 

Today our range includes 14 different 
cleaning systems - all suited to 
different cleaning environments and 
price points - as well as a full range of 
specialist systems, accessories, add-
ons and ancilliary products.

The core lines within the SpaceVac 
range are our Internal, ATEX and 
External systems - each comprised 
of a full hose kit, pole kit and range of 
cleaning tools and brushes. Available 
at a range of price points - from our 
entry level LITE system to our market 
leading ULTRA system - the range all 
feature our unrivalled build quality and 
come equipped with our unique safety 
locking mechanism as standard. 

Joining the SpaceVac range in 2020 
were three specialist systems all 
designed with very specific purposes 
in mind. The first - an ATEX approved 
Food Safe Cleaning system with FDA 
cleaning accessories suitable for 
use in Food and Drink manufacturing 
facilities - where the highest 
standards in cleanliness and hygiene 
are a must. 

This exciting new development was 
joined later in the year by our new 
High-Voltage pole system (Rated 

specifications, the newly released trio 
of vacs are engineered to provide a 
powerful cleaning performance in any 
area.

The new SpaceVac line features 
three systems. The first is the new 
Endeavour; a dual motor system 
designed for removing high-level dust 
and other materials from internal 
areas. 

Moving up the range, users looking 
to clean internally and externally, will 
look to our new Hurricane wet / dry 
vac - living up to its moniker with 
three independent motors providing 
unrivalled suction and airflow for 
cleaning with our Internal and 
External cleaning systems. 

Finally; operators working in ATEX 
certified areas such as industrial 
manufacturing facilities or bakeries, 
can now also utilise the new SpaceVac 
TITAN Vac. The centrepiece of our 
Vacuum line, the Titan is a new ATEX 
certified vacuum unit safe for use in 
these highly specialised environments 
in conjunction with our range of 
conductive, full Carbon cleaning 
systems.

In addition to their impressive 
specifications (see over) all of these 
exciting new vac system are also 
fitted with new “Tool Holders” for easy 
storage and access to SpaceVac poles 
and tools when cleaning - another 
innovative new design feature. 

Innovation not Imitation 

As of March 2021 the future looks 
bright for #TeamSpaceVac. Our focus 
on developing new and innovative 
products means a number of exciting 
new products are already being 

Titan Vac in action

Innovation.
Not Imitation.

readied for launch.  

Among these new developments are 
the launch of a new ATEX certified 
version of our Explorer Camera, and 
the introduction of our new Steamline 
High-Level Steam Cleaning System. 
This exciting new collaboration 
with Tecnovap UK brings the power 
of steam cleaning to new heights 
utilising our brand new system.

In addition, our pole range continues 
to be the focus of constant 
improvement, as our engineering 
team settle into our new state of 
the art manufacturing facility in 
Newcastle. This brand new addition 
to the SpaceVac family brings with 
it, the ability to develop a number 
of exciting new products including 
the introduction of new composites 
like Graphene and Kevlar to offer 
even greater levels of innovation and 
performance to our customers. 

Book a demo of any of our high-
level cleaning systems or vacuum 
today - visit the website at 
spacevacinternational.com to book!



INTERNAL
CLEANING

Contents:

Internal 38mm Lite
Internal 38mm Pioneer
Internal 38mm Classic
Internal 38mm Pro
Internal 38mm Ultra
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At A Glance...

3 x SV38/125-LITE 
3 x 38mm x 1.25m 
LITE Pole

SV38/8SW
1 x 17cm Small Flexi 
Brush

SV38/32HA
1 x 32mm Hose to 
Pole Adaptor

SV38/90H
1 x 90 Degree Cleaning 
Head

SV38/SRB
1 x Small Round Brush

SV/LPB
1 x Lite Pole Bag

The SpaceVac Lite cleaning 
system is a low-cost entry 
level product for occasional 
use and teams only requiring 
a few yards of additional 
reach.

Ideal for use in domestic settings 
as well as light commercial use such 
as smaller retail units or office space 
where the removal of dust is critical 
to not only cleanliness, but also the 
health of employees working within 
the space. 

Featuring our unique “safety 
locking mechanism” the SpaceVac 
Lite system is capable of reaching 
over 4m in height and can be fully 
accessorised with a range of 
additional add-ons tools to give 
users increased flexibility. 

What’s Included: SV38/LITE
Each 38mm SpaceVac Lite system comes with the following items included as standard:

Don’t Forget: All of our SpaceVac cleaning systems can be accessorised 
with a range of add-on tools and accessories - be sure to check our 
accessories and add-ons section for more information.

Some of our Clients Include:

Find out more: spacevacinternational.com | @SpaceVac_UKSpaceVac: The World’s Leading High-Level Cleaning System

Product Focus:
38mm Internal Lite

No of Poles: 3
Material: Glass Fibre
Working Height: 4.75m
Length of Enclosed Poles: 3.75m
Pole Diameter: 38mm
Pole Length: 1.25m
No of Heads: 1
No of Brushes: 2
Hose Kit Included: No
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At A Glance...

The Pioneer system is a new 
addition to the SpaceVac range, 
designed to fill the gap between 
our budget friendy, entry-level 
LITE system and the bigger, 
more powerful systems available 
elsewhere in the range.

Reaching over 6m in height from 
the safety of the ground floor, the 
Pioneer system has been designed 
for users looking for a little extra 
reach and functionality in their 
SpaceVac system.

Often paired with a backpack 
vacuum, the unobtrusive working 
method, means that our easy to 
deploy system allows maintenance 
to be carried out with minimal 
distruption to personnel in the area. 

What’s Included: SV38/PIONEER
Each 38mm SpaceVac Pioneer system comes with the following items included as standard:

3 x SV38/16-Pioneer 
3 x 38mm x 1.6m 
Pioneer Pole

SV38/8SW
1 x 17cm Small Flexi 
Brush

SV38/3H
1 x 3m Hose 

SV38/90H
1 x 90 Degree Cleaning 
Head

SV38/135H
1 x 135 Degree Cleaning 
Head

SV38/08-Pioneer 
1 x 38mm x 0.8m 
Pioneer Half Pole

SV38/FLT
1 x 300mm Flat Surface 
Tool 

SV38/HA
1 x Hose to Pole 
Adaptor

SV38/50HC
1 x 38mm Vac Inlet Cuff

SV/HB
1 x Hose Bag 

SV38/45H
1 x 45 Degree Cleaning 
Head

SV/PB
1 x Padded Pole Bag 

SV38/SRB
1  x Small Round Brush

Some of our Clients Include:

Find out more: spacevacinternational.com | @SpaceVac_UKSpaceVac: The World’s Leading High-Level Cleaning System

Product Focus:
38mm Internal Pioneer

No of Poles: 3.5
Material: Glass Fibre / Carbon 
Fibre Composite
Working Height: 6.4m
Length of Enclosed Poles: 5.4m
Pole Diameter: 38mm
Pole Length: 1.6m
No of Heads: 3
No of Brushes: 3
Hose Kit Included: Yes
Hose Diameter: 38mm

(Hose pictured for illustrative 
purposes - length of hose varies by 

system.)
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Our Internal Classic System 
provides operators with a safe 
and easy way to clean high-level 
areas up to 10m high from the 
safety of the ground floor.

Designed and manufactured in the 
UK, the 38mm classic pole, is made 
from a high grade 3K Carbon Fibre 
blend to keep the pole weight to 
a minimum (when compared with 
alternative aluminium cleaning 
poles), whilst being robust enough 
to withstand rigorous use onsite.

Additionally; the Classic system 
includes a full range of unique heads, 
brushes and tools, providing a 
versatile cleaning solution, that can 
even interconnect to create custom 
shapes and configurations for 
cleaning difficult to access areas!

What’s Included: SV38/CLASSIC 
Each 38mm SpaceVac Classic system comes with the following items included as standard:

5 x SV38/16-Classic 
5 x 38mm x 1.6m 
Classic Pole

SV38/08-Classic 
1 x 38mm x 0.8m 
Classic Half Pole

SV38/8SW
1 x 17cm Small Flexi 
Brush

SV38/FLT
1 x 300mm Flat Surface 
Tool

SV38/SRB
1 x Small Round
Brush

SV38/STR
1 x Straight Cleaning 
Head 

SV38/90H
1 x 90 Degree 
Cleaning Head

SV38/15SW
1 x 38cm Large Flexi 
Brush

SV38/12DB
1 x 30cm Ducting Brush

SV38/45H
1 x 45 Degree Cleaning 
Head

SV/MB
1 x Mesh Bag

SV38/135H
1 x 135 Degree Cleaning 
Head

SV38/5H
1 x 5m Hose

SV38/HA
1 x Hose to Pole 
Adaptor

SV38/50HC
1 x 38mm Vac 
Inlet Cuff

SV/HB
1 x Hose Bag 

SV/PB
1 x Padded Pole Bag 

Find out more: spacevacinternational.com | @SpaceVac_UKSpaceVac: The World’s Leading High-Level Cleaning System

Product Focus:
38mm Internal Classic

No of Poles: 5.5
Material: Glass Fibre / Carbon 
Fibre Composite
Carbon Weave: Unidirectional 3K
Working Height: 9.8m
Length of Enclosed Poles: 8.8m
Pole Diameter: 38mm
Pole Length: 1.6m
No of Heads: 4
No of Brushes: 5
Hose Kit Included: Yes
Hose Diameter: 38mm

(Hose pictured for illustrative 
purposes - length of hose varies by 
system.)
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Operators looking to reach increased 
heights turn to the SpaceVac Pro 
38mm system for heavy duty 
performance.

In developing our Pro poles, 
SpaceVacs engineering team faced a 
unique challenge - how to increase 
the reach of the SpaceVac system 
without compromising operation. 

By employing advancements in 
Carbon engineering technology, the 
team developed a new carbon fibre 
blend; utilising increased amounts 
of carbon to produce a cleaning pole 
that not only reduced the individual 
pole weight (crucial when adding 
additional poles to reach increased 
heights) but also improved the 
rigidity of the complete system to 
ensure improved stability - even at 
full height. 

What’s Included: SV38/PRO 
Each 38mm SpaceVac Pro system comes with the following items included as standard:

7 x SV38/16-Pro
7 x 38mm x 1.6m Pro 
Pole

SV38/08-Pro
1 x 38mm x 0.8m Pro 
Half Pole

Find out more: spacevacinternational.com | @SpaceVac_UKSpaceVac: The World’s Leading High-Level Cleaning System

SV38/8SW
1 x 17cm Small Flexi 
Brush

SV38/FLT
1 x 300mm Flat Surface 
Tool

SV38/SRB
1 x Small Round
Brush

SV38/STR
1 x Straight Cleaning 
Head 

SV38/90H
1 x 90 Degree 
Cleaning Head

SV38/15SW
1 x 38cm Large Flexi 
Brush

SV38/12DB
1 x 30cm Ducting Brush

SV38/45H
1 x 45 Degree Cleaning 
Head

SV/MB
1 x Mesh Bag

SV38/135H
1 x 135 Degree Cleaning 
Head

SV38/5H
1 x 5m Hose

SV38/HA
1 x Hose to Pole 
Adaptor

SV38/50HC
1 x 38mm Vac 
Inlet Cuff

SV/HB
1 x Hose Bag 

SV/PB
1 x Padded Pole Bag 

Product Focus:
38mm Internal Pro

No of Poles: 7.5
Material: Carbon Fibre
Carbon Weave: 4k Full Carbon 
Fibre 
Working Height: 13m
Length of Enclosed Poles: 12m
Pole Diameter: 38mm
Pole Length: 1.6m
No of Heads: 4
No of Brushes: 5
Hose Kit Included: Yes
Hose Diameter: 38mm

(Hose pictured for illustrative 
purposes - length of hose varies by 
system.)
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Introduced to cater to power users 
looking to reach heights in excess of 
20m, the SpaceVac Ultra pole is our 
finest high-level cleaning pole yet.

Designed and manufactured in 
Great Britain, the ULTRA poles have 
been developed in response to 
requests for an internal system with 
increased reach for use in larger 
interior spaces. 

Developed by our team of engineers, 
the new pole features a market first 
‘12K Carbon Weave’ to provide a 
pole with our highest quality carbon 
engineering yet. 

The new pole offers our best ever 
build quality in our lightest, most 
durable and most rigid pole yet - 
allowing for heavy duty cleaning 
performance at world record 
breaking heights! 

What’s Included: SV38/ULTRA 
Each 38mm SpaceVac Ultra system comes with the following items included as standard:

9 x SV38/16-Ultra
9 x 38mm x 1.6m Ultra 
Poles

SV38/08-Ultra
1 x 38mm x 0.8m Ultra 
Half Pole

Find out more: spacevacinternational.com | @SpaceVac_UKSpaceVac: The World’s Leading High-Level Cleaning System

SV38/8SW
1 x 17cm Small Flexi 
Brush

SV38/FLT
1 x 300mm Flat Surface 
Tool

SV38/SRB
1 x Small Round
Brush

SV38/STR
1 x Straight Cleaning 
Head 

SV38/90H
1 x 90 Degree 
Cleaning Head

SV38/15SW
1 x 38cm Large Flexi 
Brush

SV38/12DB
1 x 30cm Ducting Brush

SV38/45H
1 x 45 Degree Cleaning 
Head

SV/MB
1 x Mesh Bag

SV38/135H
1 x 135 Degree Cleaning 
Head

SV38/5H
1 x 5m Hose

SV38/HA
1 x Hose to Pole 
Adaptor

SV38/50HC
1 x 38mm Vac 
Inlet Cuff

SV/HB
1 x Hose Bag 

SV/PB
1 x Padded Pole Bag 

Product Focus:
38mm Ultra System

No of Poles: 9.5
Material: Carbon 
Carbon Weave: 12k Full Carbon 
Fibre 
Working Height: 16m
Length of Enclosed Poles: 15m
Pole Diameter: 38mm
Pole Length: 1.6m
No of Heads: 4
No of Brushes: 5
Hose Kit Included: Yes
Hose Diameter: 38mm

(Hose pictured for illustrative 
purposes - length of hose varies by 
system.)
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SV38/15WT 
38cm Large Water 
Removal Tool

SV38/4PB 
100mm Pipe Brush

SV38/48DB
121cm Ducting Brush

SV38/MRBSOFT 
Medium Round Brush 
with Soft Bristles

SV38/CB
38mm Crevice Nozzle 
with Brush

SV38/GHB
Small Goat Hair Brush 
(Very Soft)

SV38/SHHB
Small Round Horse Hair 
Brush (Soft)

SV38/K-HA
38mm Hose to Karcher 
Vac Barbed Inlet

SQ4
Squeegee Blade Pair 
For FLT

SV38/8WT
 17cm Small Water Re-
moval Tool

SV38/MRBSTIFF 
Medium Round Brush 
With Stiff Bristles

SV38/24DB
60cm Ducting Brush

SV38/15SW/SYN 
38cm Large Flexi Brush 
with soft bristles

SV38/8PB 
200mm Pipe Brush

SV38/FLT
38mm Flat Surface Tool 
With No Swivel

SV38/MAB 
38mm Multi Angle 
Brush

Also Available:

Find out more: spacevacinternational.com | @SpaceVac_UKSpaceVac: The World’s Leading High-Level Cleaning System
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At A Glance...

SVCAM-EXPLORER 
Waterproof Explorer 
Camera

SV/CB
1 x Camera Bag

SV/USB
1 x USB Cable

SVCAM-FLEXIHOLDER 
1 x Flexible neck 
Bracket

SVSCREEN-MOUNT 
1 x Camera Mount

SV/DC
1 x Data Cable

SVCAM-OBSERVER 
1 x Phone Monitor

Working closely with our 
specialist manufacturing 
centre, our engineering team 
have developed and tested a 
brand new system packed with 
new features and cutting edge 
camera technology. 

The resultant system is the 
most powerful, flexible and 
efficient camera system available 
anywhere in the specialist 
cleaning marketplace. 

The brand new EXPLORER 
system packs a range of 
innovative new features 
including our unique remote 
access function; allowing for 
real time streaming to anyone, 
anywhere in the world!  

What’s Included: SVCAM/EXPLORER-KIT
Each SpaceVac Explorer system comes with the following items included as standard:

Product Focus:

Stills: 12mp
Records At: 1080p HD
Battery Life: 9 hours
Waterproof: Yes
Waterproof Connections: Yes
Low Light Mode: Yes
Compatible with other 
devices: Yes
Remote Access Mode: Yes

Available Accessories:
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SV/IP35
35 ft Telescopic 
Inspection Pole

SV/IP55
55 ft Telescopic 
Inspection Pole

SVCAM-CLAMP   2 x 
Camera and Monitor
 Tube Clamp

SV/CC 
2 x Camera and Monitor 
Quick Release Clip
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The SpaceVac SpaceSuit is 
a brand new cleaning add-
on designed to make the 
use of SpaceVac even more 
comfortable for operators.

The lightweight but durable support 
brace, spreads the weight of the 
system evenly across operators 
shoulders and backs to make even 
long, heavy duty cleans much more 
comfortable and with less strain on 
the back, neck and shoulders. 

The system also includes a pair of 
prismatic glasses to allow operators 
to easily monitor progress of cleans 
without needing to look upwards - 
helping to avoid operators straining 
their neck and making SpaceVac 
even more comfortable to work with. 

In addition to being compatible 
with any of the SpaceVac high-level 
cleaning systems in our range, the 
new Spacesuit is also compatible for 
use with any telescopic inspection or 
even high-reach, water fed window 
cleaning pole systems making it 
an attractive add-on to facilities 
managers who offer these additional 
services in their portfolio.

SV/SS
1 x SpaceVac Spacesuit

SVPG
1 x Prismatic Glasses

SV/Spacesuit - Bundle

Find out more: spacevacinternational.com | @SpaceVac_UKSpaceVac: The World’s Leading High-Level Cleaning System
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